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Abstract - Textual passwords are widely used in
authentication method. Strong textual passwords are hard
to memorize. To address the weakness of textual password
graphical passwords are proposed. Click based or pattern
based approaches are widely used techniques for mobile
authentication system. Such textual and graphical
passwords a scheme suffers from shoulder surfing attacks.
Attacker can directly observe or can use video recorder or
webcam to collect password credentials. To overcome the
problem, shoulder surfing attack resistant technique is
proposed. This technique contains pass-matrix. More than
one image are used to set the password. For every login
session, user needs to scroll circulatory horizontal and
vertical bars. A password hint is provided to the user to
select desired image password grid. Horizontal and vertical
scroll bar covers the entire scope of pass-images. For
password selection, password hint and horizontal and
vertical scroll bar are used. The proposed technique is
implemented on android platform. The system performance
is measured using memorability and usability of a password
scheme with respect to the existing technique.
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pattern based password. These patterns based
authentication system is vulnerable to shoulder surfing
attack as well as the Smudge Attacks. The attacker can
easily get the password pattern by observing the smudge
left on the touch screen. Defining bad and easily crackable
password and/or login using password in insecure
environment mainly causes loopholes in password
authentication security. There is a need of secured
password authentication system which overcomes the
drawbacks of existing text and image based password
schemes. To overcome these problems biometrical
password scheme is introduced. In biometric password
authentication system user voice, retina, thumbprint, face
are used as a passwords. There are various types of
biometric sensors which as able to authenticate user. Such
schemes are secured but hardware specific. Special sensor
devices are required for authentication. It is impractical to
have such authentication system to regular web based
resources and such system installation and maintenance is
costly. This proposed work provides a graphical
authentication system. This system is able to restrict
shoulder surfing attack. To resist shoulder surfing attack
it uses session password technique. In session password
user will add new password at every login attempt. The
added password is valid for only single login session.
Pass-matrix technique is proposed in this work. This
technique uses pass-point clicking. This technique uses
more than one image as a password. For every image it
defines the click points as a pass-square. If user is not
being able to click on correct pass square then system
displays a wrong image for next pass input. This wrong
image is treated as a warning to the user. To define session
password for pass square click, a hint is provided to the
user. Based on the given hint user will select the password
for that session.

Graphical

1. INTRODUCTION
Most of the authentication system uses text based
passwords. For higher security against brute force attack
strong password is generated using combination of upper
case and lowercase characters, numerical values and
special characters. Strong passwords are randomly
generated and not have specific meaning. Such passwords
are hard to memorize and recollect. Due to this reason
user tried to set easy passwords having some dictionary
meaning. As per the article [3] in computer world, 80%
user set such easy password and those can be cracked by
hackers within 30 seconds.

1.1 Related Work:
To provide more secured authentication system external
hardware can be used such as: multi-touch monitor, voice
recorder, some sensors like vibration sensor, gyroscope
sensor, etc.[4][5][6] These systems provide better security
than other password authentication system but such
system are not affordable to every user. External
hardware is required for every authentication and may
not be applicable to web based systems. This work mainly
focuses on graphical password authentication systems.

Based on the Psychological study [9] user is able to
memorize images with long terms memory rather than
textual words. To overcome the problems of text based
passwords, image based passwords technique is proposed.
User can be able to set complex image based password
and can be recollect it after long time. But most of the
image based password authentication systems are
vulnerable to shoulder surfing attack. In shoulder surfing
attack, attacker can directly get the information by
standing next to the user or indirectly using video
recorder or web cam.Most of the handheld devices uses
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graphically strong. The color and pixel quality was weak.
DAS system is implemented by considering these
limitations. In this scheme, user need to draw the
predefined secret password on 2D graphical screen. For
this scheme, the whole screen is divided in number of
grids. User need to follow the greed selection sequence
while drawing the password image.

generates the crowd on screen and sometimes such
display makes objects Indistinguishable.
A Color Rings technique is proposed by David Kim et al..
This technique is for table top applications. At a time this
system displays 72 icons on the screen. User need to
capture distinct key icons in to the correct color ring. The
color of the assigned ring is fixed and hence it is
vulnerable to attack. Attacker can predict the password by
observing multiple login sessions.

In 2005, PassPoints[8] technique was proposed by Susan
Wiedenbeck et al. The quality of handheld devices was
improved in 2005. The high resolution graphical display
was available in handheld devices. In this system image
click points are used as a password. User need to select
appropriate image click points from a password image in a
predefined sequence. For point selection a tolerance
square is defined.

Cued Click Points(CPP)[13] technique is proposed by
Chiasson et al. This technique uses number of pass images
and click points on each pass image as a password. This
technique is useful to recollect the password. If user enters
the wrong password then wrong pass image is displayed
to the user. This technique is again vulnerable to shoulder
surfing attack.

Based on the gesture drawing process and DAS system[9],
a new authentication system is proposed by I. Jermyn, this
system contains finger-drawn doodles and pseudosignatures. User needs to draw a doodle/ signature/
pattern on a touch screen handheld devices.

CAPTCHA-based method[14] is proposed by Uwe Aickelin.
This method uses captcha text and image combinations for
login phase. Multiple image sequence is the user
password. User need to add some captcha characters
present at predefined positions of password image.

The above three techniques are vulnerable to shoulder
surfing attack. The attacker can view the authentication
secret as well as can view the drawing strategy.

A PassMatrix scheme[1] is proposed for authentication.
This scheme uses combination of one time login indicator
and multiple password images click points. The password
is selected without touching the exact password click
point. But this scheme uses same images for every login
session.

To resist shoulder surfing attack, Roth et al. proposes a
authentication system based on personal identification
number-PIN[10]. In this scheme all characters are
displayed in black or white color and randomly placed on
a screen. User need to select the color sequence of PIN
digit. The sequence is binary sequence. This system resists
the shoulder surfing attacks of direct viewer attackers. But
if attacker uses the video recording system to record the
PIN entering process, attacker can easily crack the
password.

1.2 Analysis and Problem Formulation:
In day to day life user uses mobile and web based systems
to access their personal email accounts, online money
transfer, upload and download personal data on cloud.
Due to the internet availability, user accesses such systems
anytime and anywhere. The use of such personal service
access in public locations may cause security issues. User’s
personal password may be leaked unconsciously to the
unknown user. People with malicious intent can make
misuse of such information.

To resist shoulder surfing attack with video capturing, the
FakePointer[11] technique is proposed by T. Takada. In
this system user get one answer indicator to enter the
password. This answer indicator generates the hint which
is different with every login session. In this system, 10
different numeric values are added in different shapes to
generate a login keypad. This keypad is available to the
user to enter the password. User has facility to rotate the
digit but not the shapes. Shape value is provided as a login
hint to the user. User need to rotate all the digits to fit the
particular digit PIN in particular shape. This is robust to
shoulder surfing attack. But the password space is limited
to 10 digits.

There is need to provide better security to access such
personal services in public environment. Following are the
research problems that need to be addressed:
Alleviate the shoulder surfing attack in authentication
process in public environment.


To increase the password space, pass icon based
technique is proposed by Wiedenback et al.[12]. This
technique is based on the convex hull method. User
identifies the set of pass icon on screen and click at the
convex hull formed by these icons. Other icons are also
inserted to increase the password space. This technique
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2. System Overview:

I.

Algorithms:

Following fig. 1 shows the system architecture.

PASSmatrix-Authentication:
In registration phase, the user creates an account which
contains a username and a password. The password
consists of only one pass-square per image for a sequence
of n images. It is assume that user will register to the
system in secure environemnt.
For log into the passMatrix the user uses his/her
username, password and login indicators. System selects
user pass iamges based on the login name and provide a
panel to select a password using horizontal and verical
scroll bars. Based on predefined password and generated
hint, user can generate a net password for every login
session.
Algorithm Steps:
Input: Registration details
Username
Output: Authentication result
Processing:
1.
2.

Get pass images by matching the user name
Generate a random alphabet/ number as an hint and
provide to the user using audio message.
3. For every login pass image
4. Discretize image in 6 *6 block. Rotate and flip image
5. Generate horizontal and vertical scroll bars
6. Accept user input
7. Check if user input matches to the registration details
8. Display next image and fllow steps from 4
9. Else disply incorrect input image to the user as a
warning
10. If all clicks matches notify user with success message
11. If login attempts >3 then lock the system for next 5
min

Fig 1: System Architecture
A novel authentication system PassMatrix, based on
graphical passwords to resist shoulder surfing attacks is
proposed. The proposed system provides a new graphical
password authentication system. This is android based
system. Multiple images are used to define password. . For
every login session, user needs to scroll circulative
horizontal and vertical bars. A password hint is provided
to the user to select desired image password grid. For
password selection, password hint to set covering the
entire scope of pass-images.

Mathematical Model

Using a one-time login indicator per image, users can point
out the location of their pass-square without directly
clicking or touching it, which is an action vulnerable to
shoulder surfing attacks.

System S can be defined as
S= {I, O,F}
Where,

To provide more secured authentication system, The base
paper is extended with the following 2 techniques.



I = {I1, I2, I3}, Set of inputs

If incorrect password grid is selected then for higher
security system can display incorrect image for next
pass selection.
System can Change pass image for every login using:
rotation and flipping.

I1 = Set of input images
I2 = Registration details
I3 = Image Clicks
O= {O1,O2} Set of outputs
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O1 = Password selection Hints



O2 = Notification

The usability of system measures the users’ experience. It
includes the total time required for registration and login
phase for 3 pass images and 5 pass images. Based on the
user type Mean and median is calculated for time required
for each user type.

F ={F1,F2,F3,F4,F5,F6,F7} Set of Functions
F1 = Registration Process
F2 = Login Process

Usability:

d) Graphical View:
Following Figure 2 shows the login interface of
the system.

F3 = Image Discritization
F4 = Pass image Rotation
F5 = Pass Image Flipping
F6 = Scroll Creation
F7 = Login Validator
F7 = Login Validator
II.

Implementation

a) Experimental Setup:
A client server architecture is developed. For client end an
android application is developed using android studio. The
application is developed for android sdk version 5.1 and
above. At the server end java application is developed to
define web services. To store database mysql database is
used.

Fig 2: Login Screen

b) Dataset:

e) Result Analysis:

For creating pass matrix grid images are required. Images
are downloaded from flikr dataset[16]. Random images
from these dataset are selected to define password of a
system.

Table 1 describes the accuracy of the system for practice
and login sessions with different user types. The total
accuracy of the system is 0.775.
Table 1: Accuracy Evaluation

c) Performance Metric:
For testing 30 different users (15 male, 15 female)
are selected. These users test this system for 15 times.
First 5 attempts are treated as practice sessions and next
10 sessions are treated as login attempts. The accuracy
and usability is calculated using practice sessions and
login attempts.


Accuracy:
1. Based on the practice sessions, accuracy of the
system is calculated as:

$practice _acc =
2.

Based on the login sessions, accuracy of the
system is calculated as:

$login _acc =
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Table 2 describes the user experience in terms of time
required for processing . After conducting 5 session of
practice attempts and 10 sessions of login attempts mean
and median is calculated. The average mean time is: 1.865
and the average median is 1.796

Table 3: System Comparison

System

Grid
Passwo
rd
Selecti
on
Scheme

Session
Grid
Selecti
on

pass image
Processing

Invalid Grid
selection
Handling

A Shoulder
Surfing
Resistant
Graphical
Authenticatio
n System[1]

yes

yes

-

-

Flip

Display
misleading
Pass-images

Table 2: Usability Evaluation

Test Type

Mean

Median

User
Type

Practice Session (for 3
images)

1.78

1.3

Male

Login Session (for 3
images)

1.32

1.2

Male

Practice Session (for 3
images)

1.89

1.4

Female

Login Session (for 3
images)

1.67

1.65

Female

Practice Session (for 5
images)

2.09

2.25

Male

Login Session
images)

2

2.2

Male

Practice Session (for 5
images)

2.22

2.27

Female

Login Session
images)

1.95

2.1

Female

PASSMATRIX
An
Authenticatio
n System to
Resist
Shoulder
Surfing
Attacks

(for5

(for5

yes

yes

3. CONCLUSION
The proposed system provide an authentication system
for android devices. This system can resist shoulder
surfing attack. This is click based password system. This
technique contains pass-matrix. More than one image are
used to set the password. This system follows the
technique of session password. A password added in one
login session can not be applicable for other sessions. In
future, the system can be implemented for desktop
application as well as Automated Teller Machine(ATM).

Figure 3 describes the graphical representation of table 2.
It shows the mean and median variation as per the pass
images and user types.
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